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Summary: This article provides guidance for issuers about M/Chip RSA
key lengths.

Action Indicator: I Informational only (no action required)

Effective Date: Currently effective

Background
EMV compliant payment chip cards rely on the use of RSA public key
cryptography for the support of the EMV offline card authentication
methodology (CAM) and offline personal identification number (PIN)
encipherment.

For this purpose, MasterCard manages a set of RSA Payment System keys,
which are used to certify issuer public keys. Every chip card issuer has at
least one such issuer-level public key. Their cards that support dynamic data
authentication (DDA), combined dynamic data authentication/application
cryptogram generation (CDA), or offline PIN encipherment also have at least
one card-level key certified by such an issuer key.

The choice by the chip issuer of key lengths (and of related parameters) needs
to balance security risks (fraud and adverse publicity) against functionality
(transaction time).

Security Considerations
Chip issuers should consider the following information when selecting their
RSA key lengths.
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Advances in Factorization

RSA key lengths must be chosen to be sufficiently long to withstand
factorization attacks during the lifetime of both the key and the data protected
by the key. Minimum RSA key lengths therefore increase year on year as
the capabilities to factorize the public key improve. Such improvements are
inevitable, even in the absence of any improvements in factorization algorithms,
simply due to the ever-increasing power and availability of computers.

512-bit key factorization is now regarded as routinely solvable, although
it nevertheless requires considerable computing resources to complete.
Researchers reported the factorization of a 768-bit key in December 2009.

Key Sensitivity

An issuer key is more valuable than a card key for the following reasons:

• The compromise of a single card key would allow fraudsters to create
individual clones of that card and to perform fraudulent offline transactions.
However, fraud management systems will detect and block clone cards.
Card key lengths may, therefore, be shorter than issuer key lengths.

• The compromise of a single issuer key would affect the issuer’s operations
at a far more significant level, and issuers should avoid short keys.

Performance Considerations
Although longer keys are more secure against factorization attacks they
unfortunately have worse performance characteristics. Therefore, chip issuers
should consider the following performance factors when selecting their RSA
key lengths.

Effect on Cards

Cards supporting DDA or CDA execute one or two RSA operations for each
transaction. When they also use offline enciphered PIN, they perform another
RSA operation.

Typical timings for card DDA/CDA calculations depend on the card key length
as follows:

Card Key Length Time (milliseconds)

896 bits 160

1,024 bits 200

1,152 bits 260

For contact transactions all of these times are probably acceptable however
for contactless transactions minimum MasterCard recommended key lengths
should be considered.
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Effect on Terminals

Terminals execute RSA operations when performing static data authentication
(SDA), DDA and CDA offline CAM and when operating with cards supporting
offline enciphered PIN.

The issuer-controlled factors that affect terminal performance with respect
to RSA operations are the following:

• The type of offline CAM supported by the card (SDA, or DDA/CDA), the
card support of offline enciphered PIN, and whether offline enciphered
PIN uses an RSA key different from the one used for offline CAM. Note
that MasterCard recommends as a security best practice that the card use
different RSA keys.

• The length of all RSA keys used in transaction processing: the Payment
System Public Key (PSPK), the issuer public key, and the card public key.
The time taken by a terminal RSA computation increases with the length
of the key.

• For a given RSA key length, the time taken by an RSA terminal computation
also increases with another parameter, the length of the public exponent
and with the number of ones in its binary representation. To reduce the
processing burden on terminals, EMV restricts the use of RSA public key
exponents to the relatively small values of 3 and 65537, with respective
bit-lengths 2 and 17.

Modern contact terminals show very little performance difference between
cards optimized for performance (that use minimum key lengths) and
cards using maximum values from the allowable choices. However for
contactless performance, minimum key lengths do improve terminal
throughput which may be important in transit usage.

Guidelines
MasterCard provides the following guidelines to help issuers select their RSA
key lengths.

Choice of Card Key

The current minimum recommended key length for card-level RSA keys is 896
bits. However it is recommended that cards with expiry dates later than 2014
have key lengths at least 960 bits and that cards with expiry dates later than
2017 have key lengths at least 1,008 bits. For performance reasons, MasterCard
recommends that issuers use a public exponent of 3.

Choice of Issuer and Payment System Key

When certifying an issuer public key, MasterCard recommends that issuers
select the shortest PSPK with an expiry date that accommodates the cards
to be issued.
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Beginning 1 December 2011, MasterCard supports a set of three PSPKs.

Expiry Date PSPK Index Length

31 December 2017 04 1,152 bits

31 December 2021 05 1,408 bits

31 December 2021 06 1,984 bits

The length of the issuer key cannot exceed the length of the PSPK that is
used to certify it. MasterCard recommends that the length of the issuer key
be the same as the certifying PSPK. For performance reasons, issuers should
use a public exponent of 3.

In all cases, local considerations of the terminal base, national cryptographic
policy, and local requirements will condition an issuer’s choice of key lengths
and public exponents.

Summary Regarding Card Issuance
The following table summarizes the MasterCard guidance relative to card
issuance in 2012.

Card
Expiry
Year

Card
Lifetime
(for 2012
issuance) PSPK Index

PSPK
Length
(in bits)

Issuer key
length
(in bits)

Minimum
card key
length
(in bits)

2014 2 04 1,152 1,152 896

2015 3 04 1,152 1,152 960

2016 4 04 1,152 1,152 960

2017 5 04 1,152 1,152 960

2018 6 05 1,408 1,408 1,008a

2019 7 05 1,408 1,408 1,008a

a 1,008 bits may be a preferred choice over 1,024 bits because the security level difference is marginal and 1,008

avoids some interoperability issues. (Refer to the article “Updated Best Practices for Chip Card Issuers” in

Global Operations Bulletin No. 10, 1 October 2010).
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For More Information
Members with questions about the above recommendations should contact:

Michael Ward

Business Leader, Chip Engineering

Phone: 44-20-7557-6860

E-mail: michael_ward@mastercard.com
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